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Fraternity battles
IFC rush charges
by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Jnterfraternity Council
fiI d charge Monday against
th Sigma Chi Fraternity
charging illegal rush
activities.
'I he first charge brought
against Sigma Chi concerned
a sign on Lake Underhill
Drive
promoting
the
fraternity. IFC regulations
state that no off-campus
advertising is allowed by
fraternities between July 28
and Aug. 20.
The second charge stated
that Sigma Chi held a party
on Aug. 16. IFC rules
stipulate no parties may be
held during that period,
unless approved by the IFC.
These two rules insure that
no fraternity gains an early
rush advantage over the other
fraternities.
An Aug. 25 memorandum
from the Eta Pi Chapter of
Sigma Chi to the IFC Judicial
Board denied both charges
and stated that the charges
were ''based on false
pretences and bordered on the
absurd."
Former Student Body
President John Gill, a Sigma
Chi alumnus, represented the
fraternity at the IFC meeting
and uccessfully proved that
the first charge of illegal
advertising was without
merit. Gill based his defense
on the sign's presence in the
same location for at least the
past four years and claimed
that Sigma Chi did not erect
the ign.
Gill said there was no proof
that igma Chi has put the
sign up. He al o pointed out
that Sigma Chi's fraternity
olor are blue and gold not
blu and white, the colors
found on the sign.
'I'h charge that Sigma Chi

Sorry we
were late

had held a , 1,;cu ty 1 U!:>ll par Ly
was hotly contested by both
ides. Sigma Chj said that it
was its annual barbecue put
on by its alumni association
not the campus chapter. IFC
questioned
whether
discussions
between
freshmen present at the party
and Sigma Chi brothers
involved rush topics.
The IFC complained it did
not have prior knowledge of
the party. It was later proven
that Steve Cooke, IFC
Graduate Adviser, had
known about the barbecue
several weeks in advance.
After
a
two-hour
deliberation,
the IFC
Mark Fischer Cen tral Fto11do Future
unanimously ruled that
UCF's scholarship house opens this fall. The house is only the second one of its kind in
Sigma Chi was guilty of the
Florida.
second charge and would be
placed on probation for the
fall semester.
Bill Beekman, a 1975 UCF
graduate and Sigma Chi
alumnus, complained that the
IFC had not explored the
history of the 27-year-old
barbecue. Beekman admitted by Victoria Sorzano
phone and maintenance. Heston estimates
that Sigma Chi brothers had CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
that each resident's cost per month is $150.
talked to their guests. He
The girls also divide all the household
explained that the party was
du ties such as cooking, cleaning and
thrown with alumni money
With the beginning of the fall semester,
yardwork.
for the alumni and thus did UCF's scholarship house, built by the Florida
Kathy Mee, the house's residential council,
not
fall
under
IFC Federation of Business and Professional
explained, "The goal of the BPW house is to
regulations.
Women, opens.
live as a community/family."
"This was not the fault of
The scholarship house, located next to
the campus chapter. The Lake Claire at the north end of the campus, is
Inside, there are eight double bedrooms,
alumni takes the blame," only the second of its kind in the state. The
four bathrooms, a kitchen, a living room and
Sigma Chi chapter advisor first was formed at Florida State University
a dining room. The BPW donated all the
John Rankin said. ''That is in 1965 and the Federation's long-range goal
house's furnishings. Other items such as the
about as close to an apology is to have a scholarship house on every
television, stereo and cooking utensils were
as we are going to get.''
donated by private individuals.
campus in the state.
Rankin added that the IFC
The scholarship house offers housing to
would not control the Alumni female students based on financial need and
"It's definitely a privilege to live here,''
Association and the barbecue academic achievement. Students live in the said accounting senior Cam McCoy. McCoy
would be held again next house rent-free until they receive their previously lived in an apartment near
year.
campus and points out that she has cut down
undergraduate degrees .
Chief Justice and IFC Vice
According to Charlotte Heston of Student on expenses and can now walk to her classes.
President Miles Wiesman Affairs, "They (the BPW) feel that it is the She says she also enjoys the house's
communal atmosphere.
declined comment on the
most lasting contribution they-can make.''
matter but said he believed
Sixteen students were chosen from over 25
the IFC had accomplished applicants to live in the house, which
The scholarship house is scheduled to
operates on a co-op basis. The girls share all officially open sometime in October with an
open house celebration.
household expenses such as food, utilities,
SEE IFC, PAGE 7

State's ·second scholarship
house opens its doors at UCF

Library's new cataloging system goes on line
Snow, LUIS' "help menus,·· prompts
and easy-to-remember commands will
make it tremendously easier to use.
LUIS also incorporates the Library
of Congress ubject headings. which
will help relegate the current old red
tomes to a much-needed rest.
Another u eful feature is LUIS'
easy indexing system which relie on
ubject headings, subheadings o_f
tho~e ubject and author·s name .
The new sy tern al o incorporate~
ome degree of cros -referencing.
which will be e.·panded in the future.
now aid.
LUI L al o linked t the other
U librarie . By going to the
referenc de k. it will be po ~ible to
obtain book~ not available at
F
tram unh- r itie through ut the

by James Baker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

• lal'ilyn

. tat .
.\l lfltgh L l

i' partially in u.e

and is an improvement o'er the old
system the old catalog will not be
consigned to the junkheap until
ometime next year.
Snow explained that the new
system is till being brought into use
and is one month behind the old
y tern in cataloging and till does
not ha\'e many of the older books
·
cataloged.
ot until eptmember 15 will it be
official throughout the U . although
the Uni,·ersit\' of Florida and the
Florida tate · ni\' r itv haYe been
using it for ome time. ·
Even after ept. 15. the e.·pected
online date. L I will till not be
fully perational. OfficiaL e. ·pect the
cataloging pr ce to b compl ted by
th um mer or fall of ne. ·c ,·ear. wh n
th libran· \\ill offer in t~uct ion on
L 1 op ·ra ion .
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ew Knights Den serves students healthy eats
The Wild Pizza, serves as a
replacement for the old Den.
CE TRAL f ORIDA FUTURE
Th
ey,, KrughL Den L
open from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
The ew Knights Den, as it Monday through Friday, and
is temporarily called, has serves heal thy meals such as
done a complete turn around omletes, fruit salads, yogurt,
from it heyday as the beer- bran muffins, marinated
and-fast-food joint it once chicken sandwiches, fruit
was. The Den was closed dur- shakes and drinks, sanding the summer for remodel- wiches on whole wheat buns
ing and now sports a relaxing and salad plates.
Barrett said one reason for
atmosphere and serves food
the big change is food serto health-conscious people.
Large wall murals of flam- vices is trying to meet the
i ngocs and palm trees add to needs of its customers.
"We are receptive to what
the serene atmosphere. There
is even piped-in music to the customers want,'' he said.
"I have employees that want
soothe weary students.
According to Mike Barrett, to make the customers
manager of the new happy.''
Barrett also said that there
restaurant, he and his staff
are open to suggestions and are still a few details that
are excited about its opening need to be worked out.
Because of time, not all of the
on Monday.
Barrett explained that employees were familiar with
there was a need for this type the equipment. But after this
of food that the old Knights week, Barrett said things
Den could not provide. For should be running more
students who miss the pizza, smoothly.
As it is now, Barrett said
hamburgers, Den dogs, beer
and large-screen television, the new Den can seat 80 peoUCF's
latest
addition, pl~ but will be able to accom-

by

ebbie Dent

Students relax in the New Knights Den. The restaurant now features·a health-conscious
· menu for students and faculty.

madate about 110 after the installation of new tables.
Although the Den is not open
at night, it can be rented and

used for catered events.
Steve Cady, Student
Government vice president. is
quite pleased.

''Last year I heard a need
for a more health-conscious
restaurant and it looks
great,'' Cady said.

PAC gears up-for activities
by Luis Rodriguez
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Get him!
These guys found time for fur\

Donna Calloway/Centro! Florido Future

With the commencement of the new fall
term the program and activities council has
organized many new amd exciting activities
which promise to make it the best year ever
for PAC. The activities vary from cultural
activities to providing popular entertainment
each week for the students at UCF.
Their primary goal this year is to create a
more positive image about themselves among
the student body. They would like to be
known as an organization which actually
does more than just provide occasional parties. They want to demonstrate to the student body that they are an organization
which is here to meet their needs and tries to
make their college years, a more rewarding
and enjoyable experience by providing them
with activities which will enhance the many
different aspects of their lives. And with all
the projects that they have planned for the
next year, it seems that they are doing just
that.
One of these many projects which has
already been in effect for some time now is
the student activity center. In organizing
this center PAC has provided a place for
students to go to socialize in a nice and
friendly atmosphere right here on campus.
For students who live on campus and for
students who commute, there is no need to go
very far to find entertainment. Every night
PAC has something planned to entertain the
students at UCF. The week starts off with
Monday night football, Student talent on

It's easy to take advantage of deals,
by

Ian Levi

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tuesdays from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.(anyone interested in auditioning should contact Miss
Susan Meta at the PAC offices) following
with professional entertainment from 8:00 to
:!.0:00. Wednesday nights feature dancing,
Thursdays are double feature nights and on
Fridays a current movie will be featured and
dancing will follow. Pre-game parties and
other special events are scheduled on Saturday and Sundays close with another current
feature showing. Inside the center there is a
suggestion box, and PAC urges everyone to
make suggestions on how to improve the
center.
A major activity each year for PAC is
homecoming week. This year it will be .held
from October 20th thru the 25th and the
homecoming committee has picked a great
theme for this year, it is "International
Knights.'' I asked Miss Susan Meta,P AC
program director, why this theme was
picked 0 She went on to say that the committee picked this particular theme because it
fits the students global image and their concern with our country's international relations with other countries at the present
time. "Every day will repre~ent a different
country and we will also have the Roman
toga party on wednesday night and the
Oktoberfest on Friday night,'' confirmed
Meta. One thing which Meta was very excited about is that this year's grand marshall
will be none other than Orlando mayor Bill
Fredrick. And of course the big news is the
concert after the game featuring the Beach
Boys. PAC urges all students and alumni to

disc~unts

But just how many students know why the Kiosk
is there and what services it has to offer?
Did you know for example, the Kiosk carries the
tickets for this year's homecoming football game
against the Wofford Terriers on Oct. 25. The
tickets include admission to the Beach Boys
concert afterward.
ow you 're all wondering just how to take
ad antage of thi and other great services. Here s
ho it works: First, get your student I.D. validated
af er you pay your tuition; next take your I.D. to
the Kiosk, mosey up to the window and ask the
helpful person behind the glas for your
homecoming ticket. That's it. The passes are only

SEE PAC, PAGE 6

the Kiosk offers

available for students and the deadline is Oct. 18.
Without a ticket you pay $8 at halftime to get into
the concert, or if you arrive after the game you pay
$12.

But wait. There's more. Other services available
at the Kiosk include: movie tickets to General
Cinema and Eastern Federal theaters for $3· Walt
Disney World Magic Kingdom and Epcot Center
passes for 21.50; Church Street Station passes for
3.75; Busch Garden tickets for $13· Sea World
passes for $13· Wet-n-Wild passes for $8.50· Once
Upon A S age Dinner Theatre tickets for $15.50.
SEE KIOSK, PAGE 7
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DISCOUNT
SOFTWARE

Roth needs to find a new act
by Ben Brotemarkle
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

his solo career with an extended play EP,
which amounts to nothing more than four
songs on an album-sized disk.
To give Diamond Dave ' his due, his cover
versions of "Just A Gigolo" and ' California
Girls" and their accompaning videos were
very entertaining. This, however, is largely
due to heavy self-satire and his use of
voluptuous women in these videos.
Now, two years after his departure from
Van Halen, Roth has released his first real
solo album titled Eat 'Em And Smile.
Most of this record is a futile attempt by
Roth to recapture the sound and spirit of Van
Halen. It simply doesn't work. Guitarist
Steve Vai is painfully obvious in his
imitations of Eddie Van Halen's style.
The first two songs on the album ' 'Yankee
Rose" and "Shy Boy" are both blatant Van

SOFTWARE UNLIMITED
has what you need
for your computer

11

David Lee Roth has always been a joke. At
first this was all right, since he happened to
be in the same band with one of the greatest
heavy metal guitar players since Jimmy Page
or Jimi Hendrix.
Roth's total lack of seriousness both on
stage and in . the recording studio was a
strangely effective counterbalance to Eddie
Van Halen's skill and finesse on guitar.
As a lead vocalist, Roth leaves a lot to be
desired. His trademark yell is a cross between
the squeal of a sixth-grade girl and the whine
of an injured puppy. Never really a singer, he
has always been more like the host of some
huge, endless party sponsored by Van Halen.
He kept the laughs coming by launching

SOFTWARE • PRINTERS • MODEMS
DISKETTES • ACCESSORIES
At Discount Prices

894·3304
HERNDON PLAZA
ACROSS FROM
FASHION SQUARE
MALL

KNOWLEDGABLE STAFF

SoftwareUnlimited

~

The Program Discount Store

SEE ROTH, PAGE 5

NO
JACKET

$48,900 Vt DUPLEX NEAR UCF
This 2 bdrm 2 bath is locn t.ed on choice corner lot w/privacy fence. Custom decorat.er ver·
ticals enhance beauty of this home. 1134 Alexis Johnson

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!!
2 bedroom 2 balh V, duplex home in walking disl.ance to UCF. dishwasher. washer & dryer
included. Sparkling clean. See Today Nl26 Alexis Johnson
$47 ,900 MOM. DAD. STUDENTS!
2 BDRM 2 BATH DUPLEX rng. ref, dlw, send porch. fenced yard. Walk to UCF from this
beauty. 1124 Call & See today! Carol & Dale Smith

REQUIRED

$47,900 ANQ .. VA ..MTG ..
NEAR UCF, WESTINGHOUSE, MARTIN . Great investment. 2 bdrm 2 bath duplex. eatin·kit.chen. lots of closet space. N Dale or Carol Smith. GRI
S89,000 WINTER SPRINGS
DO YOU LIKE TREES, NATURE WALKS? Then you'll love the HIGHLANDS. This 3
bdrm home offers over 2000 sq ft of living area, formal living room, dining room, family
room big enough for your baby grand. ea t.-in·kitchen. Community pool. tennis, play
grounds, bike paths. SEE IT TODAY #143 Carol Smith, GRI

'~New Wave LJXperience"

119.900 YOU 'LL LOOK NO MORE
nFter seing thi s 4 bdrm 2 11t bath coun try est.ale home built in 1985 on over I acre. Formal
li vi ng and dining room , family room w/fireplace, and hu ge patio/deck. Call for more info
TODAY . 8 148 Alexis J ohnson

Friday, Aug 29th 8:00pm-2:00am
At the NEW Winter Park Civic Center

$76,900 GOI NG. GOI G
will soon be go ne! This lovely 3 bdrm 2 bath home Country Club setting surely won't las t
long. all loday fo r det.ails Nl 50 Priced at a low $76,900. Alexis Johnson

17-92

HARPER

llUCKLEBE RRY DE LI GHT
early new home 2 bdrm 2 bath widen or possible 3rd bdrm. va ul ted ceilings. bay window,
french doors, security y8tem. much more Priced below new homes. #1 46 Ron Hawes
67,990

DENNING

IM.MACUL TE TOW HOM E CLOSE TO UCF
2 bdrm 2 bat h wlloft area overlookin g living room. All appliances in kitchen, miniblinds &
verticals. skylights. more. See today 11 18 Ron Hawes 51,900

r8I
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CENTURY 21 CAROL SMITH REALTY
10376 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
IN TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER

CLASS, ITS Nor JUST SOMETHING YOU GO TO

282-0213

True or False?

NORTHWEST
DIVERS
()
0

z

0

m

)>

!~

z

5
n

COLON IAl

t

~ TO UCF
)>

----------------+A-----t------t-----"OWER SQUARE[]
~
We teach recreational
scuba dt ing Eas Fun.
For a lifetime o easure
diving Ca no .

TOWER SQUARE
SHOPPING CE TER

NORTHWEST r
DIVERS

Q

m

COLONIAL

False

D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

D D

658-9464
9318 E.

True

DR.

Diving is as safe as swimming and safer
than many 01her ouldoor activities.
You don't have to be strong or even a greal
swimmer to scuba di11e.

Most divers have never seen a shark. And
those who have, took great pictures.
Diving is fun to learn, and aft er just a few
sessions of class and pool time, you're
ready for open walet.

And 11 C0% very h tie ID start-about the
same as lef'lnis. And for 1hose who
become fully involved. diving costs are
simil lo those ior snow slung <ind go (,

All dle5e statements 3/e lrue, lrue, arue.
Call us now for our new cidss schedule.

•

ROTH
FROM PAGE 4

The largest and newest grocery
store in East Orlando.

-------------·------------• A Full-Service Deli & Bakery
• Party Platters & Sandwiches
• Open 24 Hours

- - - - - - featuring - - - - - -

Halen rip-offs, comple e with Roth's
obnoxious, improvised dialogue.
'Tm Easy" is a remake of an old swing
song, done in the spirit of "Just A Gigolo.''
While this is not a particularly great version
of the song, it is certainly easier to listen to
than the other poorly done imitations.
"Ladies' Night In Buffalo' and "Going
Crazy" both have a party-hard message
lyrically, and are limp Van Halen copies
musically.
Side two opens with a remake of the classic
"Tobacco Road." This is undoubtedly the
best song on the album.
Unfortunatly, the record takes a sharp turn
backwards, again rehashing old Van Halen
licks for three more songs.
The closing song, 'That's Life," is a campy
version of a blues song. It is well done,
complete with backround chorus and horns.
'T'his is really the t:nlP nf.~~!!~ Roth does best_

I is a shame that Eat 'Em And mile doe n't
have more ongs like this one. Thoever
decided that Roth' fir t olo album should
be mostl • warmed-over Van Halen did Ro h
no favor.
If David Lee had released another foursong EP, it might ha e been better than his
album. It is always sad to see a famous
entertainer striving to regain past glories
rather than di ersifying and expanding in
their own style.
Obviously, with the huge success of 5150,
Van Halen will have no trouble continuing
without Roth. The welcome addition of
Sammy Hagar on lead vocals has given the
band a new strength.
1

Although Eat 'Em And Smile is currently
number five on Billboard's album chart,
Roth's future will be limited unless he makes
an attempt at originality.
.•
David Lee Roth will always have a certain
comic, party-animal charm, but this time the
joke's on him.

BACK·TO·SCHOOL SPECIALS

• BUDWEISER BEER 6 PACK 12 oz.

• LYKES Sugar Creek FRANKS 12 Oz.
• 26" SUPER SUB

made to order

Give a hoot.

$2.29

Don't pollute.

Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

69¢
$5.49

University

• 10% OFF any meat or cheese party
platter when you bring In this ad.

HOST HOTEL
FOR
UCF EVENTS

11731 E. Colonial Drive
Comer of Alafaya & E. Colonial
Orlando, Rorida 32817

10% discount for Students,
Faculty and their Families
for hotel accomodations.

Beautifully Redecorated Restaurant

• Luncheon Buffets
• Seafood Buffet Friday
Nights (all you care to eat)
HOURS: Breakfast
6am-llam

OUR LOUNGE FEATURES
• Thursday Night · College
Night w/special prices
• Happy Hour Nightly·
5· 7 pm
• Entertainment - Tuesday·
Sunday

Lunch
Dinner
llam-2pm 5pm-10pm

Banquet And Party Facilities Available

ARE YOU GAMBLING AN ARM & A LEG
FOR HALF A SEMESTER'S TUITION?
Being without Health & Accident
Insurance is like playing craps ...
An arm or leg injury requiring
hospitilization could mean well
over $1,000 in unexpected costs.

We would like to be your
Host for this year's Rush.

• Pizza
•Beer
• FREE Delivery

But if you're without Health & Accident
Insurance ... YOUVE LOSTll
But for less than one half of a semester s tuition - $21.42 per month a single student can obtain group coverage world wide through
the Optional Insurance Program for up to 525,000 per illness or injury. Protect yourself from unexpected losses that could cripple
your college career.
1

Don't gamble an arm Ir a leg on your EDUCATION!

Please contact the
Health Center
for more information.

call for special group rates

678-1655

1--------r------Pizza.lnn. I Pizz.alnn. I
I
I

1
1I

$2 OFF any
Medium
$3 OFF any
Large

I
I

I

I

4 · 32 oz. Soft
Drinks FREE
with any Pizza
purchase

I
I

I

I
I

L delivery only ! delivery only '.
----------------~
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PAC

FROM PAGE 3
come out and take part in all
the homecoming activities
but especially to come and
cheer the Knights to victory
over the Terriers of Wofford
College.
PAC is also trying to reach
out to the community as well
as the student body by bringing quality entertainment to
UCF. Among such acts will
be comedian--hypnotist Tom
Deluca on October 14th, comedian Lisa Birnbach on
November 13th, and the
Southern Ballet Theatre's
production of ''The Nutcracker" in December. PAC
will also be bringing a cont overs i al en viromen tal
organization in December
called Greenpeace. This
organization protests on such
issues as nuclear war, preserving wildlife, and anything
concerning the protection of
our ecology.
Aside from all these ac-

1986

tivities which will occur
throughout the year, PAC is
also trying to have bands to
play for the students on the
green every other week.
PAC urges everyone to
come to their recruitment party on Tuesday, September
12th, at 6:00 p.m. in the
auditorium. Here they will
have a slide show and then
they will tell you a little bit
more about the organization
and their various commitees.
Later in the evening they will
be serving free pizza and
beverages concluding with a
game of Simon Sez. To incoming freshman PAC of course
encourages them to come to
their recruitment party and
get involved. Although they
do want to stress the fact that
it is their first semester in college and that it is very important for them to maintain a
good GPA. Meta did suggest
that freshman become involved with the LEAD team in
the spring semester which
would help them in learning
to adjust to college life more
easily.

Are You Good Enough
To Join The Best
InThe Nuclear Field?
The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than half the nuclear reactor in
~
America The men who maintain and operate those
reactors have to be the best. That's why officer
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world.
College juniors and eniors who qualify
for the program can earn over $1.100 a
month while still in school.

...
I ~\

1\ \
After graduation, as a Navy officer,
~ ·-~ ~
you receive a year of graduate-level
' ,\
training unavailable anywhere else at ·~ ~
any price. You become a highly trained .
member of an elite group with vital re- . - ~ ·:...
sponsibilities and growing career potentia( -

,. ,,,

--i........

To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 26 years of age,
working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master's ·degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculusbased physics with a "B" average or bette[
·
You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join the best in the nuclear
field, find out. Call the Naval Management Programs Office for full information.

1-800-342-8123

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.___

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available

I

~

I

U S

United Parcel Service will be
accepting applications ·t or
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
·equal opportunity employer.
Interview date - Aug. 28

Wor shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 ·00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hou s per day.

OW OPE
JlcL
OFFICE SUPPLIES

·hat it et out o do.
IFC Presiden
ike
IcFadden, who brought he
charges against igma Chi,
still believes the infraction
as a big oversight on the
alumni's part.
They have hidden behind a
27-year tradition to rush
early," he said. 'They made a
mistake and got caught."
McFadden also said he
believes both sides will take
the case to the limit.
Sigma Chi is currently
drafting an appeal.
Sigma Chi Vice President
Mark Jackson, upset over the
ruling, said, "We don't know
why, but so~ebody is
definitely trying to ruin our
rush. This is a gross travesty
of justice."

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

277·7776

· • Regular Cut $3.50
• Style Cut $5.00 & $6.00
• Ladies Style Cut $7.00
• Perms $20.00 & up

Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needsl

10% Discount Offered
to UCF Students with
Valid l.D.

2 Miles East of

Alafaya Trail

Part-Time and Full-Time sales reps. wanted.
Commission basis only plus mileage.
call for an interview

across from Fairway
Country Club
MON.-FRI. 8-6
SAT. 8-4

WALK·IN or by
APPT. 275·3404

KIOSK
FROM PAGE 3

FREE BASS BOOKBAG.

All these passes and tickets
are discounted.
You'll also find East-West
Expressway
tokens
discounted at 25 for $5; a
10-percent discount on film
processing; the Men of UCF.
Calender for $3; and, for those
of you with a demented worldview, video Math Tutors are
available for rent so you can
enjoy your favorite lectures
at home. They're available in
both VHS and BETA.
This wonderful bonanza of
bargins is open for your
pleasure Monday through
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m., Friday from 9 a.m. to
7:30 p.m. and Saturday from
I 0 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information about
the Kiosk, give them a buzz at
275-2060 and, by all meane,
take advantage of this stuff;
it's there for you and you've
paid for it.

GET A FREE BOOKBAG WHEN
YOU BUY ANY NON-SALE
PAIR OF BASS SHOES.
Let Bass lighten your
workload with this
free bookbag, a .$10 value, when
you buy ·any pair ·
of Bass shoes at our regular low price. You'll
find a terrific selection, all at up to 50% off
"/ suggested retail prices. Why? Because our
.
shoes come directly from the factory to. the Bass Factory Oudetsavi ng you lots of money.

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
forALLOFUS

Orlando
Belz Factory Outlet Mall
5401 Oakridge Road
305/ 351-2588

Altamonte Springs
Loehmann 's Plaza
995 State Road, 454 North
305/774-1546

Kissimmee
Factory Outlet World
2549 Old Vineland Road
305/396-2260

01

Leesburg
Lake Square Mall
7000 U.S. Highway 44 L
Leesburg, FL 32748

Unltedway

10% OFF FOR UCF

FREE
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY BLVD: AND GOLDENROD RD.

11ucr~rl~F

REEBq,~

HAT· with shoe purcha~e
GYM SHORTS • with NIKE purchase

Umlted Supply, HURRY!

UNIVERSITY BlVD. .
1-fWY 50

.

I

EASTN/EST EXPRESS

I
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Even with flaws,
Greek system works
Fraternity rush has barely started and things
are already getting dirty.
If you attended 'Rush Kickoff'' you probably
got some pretty fancy talk from each fraternity
about why you should consider them, as well as
some talk about why you should avoid others.
Talking about yourself, something usually
presented with all the class of a used car salesman,
is fine. Taking cheap shots at others is not.
First, I assure you that this is not coming from
an outsider. I seem to have a reputation for being
anti-greek, probably because I tend to be very
critical of the system. However, that very critical
nature stems from the fact that I hate to see
something of which I am a part doing wrong.
That's right, I'm a brother and officer of Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
The last thing I'm going to try to do here,
however, is sell you my fraternity. Thank me,
because this may well be the last time in your rush
experience that someone does you that favor.
I will, however, tell you that the Greek system,
with all its bickering and arguing, is still a worthwhile group to become a part of.
All you need are a few pointers on how to avoid
the bull and get right to the heart of things.
First some general rules that probably fall under
common sense:
1. If you get the "all the other fraternities are
jerks" line from anyone, just figure you have, in
fact, found the true jerks and move on.
The Interfraternity Council
2. Avoid the really slick members of the fraterniwi tchhunt ended Monday
ty. You want to find out what the people in the
afternoon when the Sigma Chi
Fraternity here at UCF was
organization are like. A better tactic is to seek out
. a more quiet or less eloquent member to talk to and
charged with violating a rush
you're more likely to get a true representation of
rule.
the organization.
So what? No matter who wins
3. The fraternities will have "Little Sisters" preor loses, after the millions of
sent at the parties that will also talk to you. This
appeals are over and the final
can be a fun part of the party, but get your real inoutcome has been written into the
formation from the guys. They're the members of
books, one thing will remairi all
the fraternity and it is their brotherhood you are
too clear.
joining. Don't be wooed by a pretty-face.
The IFC looked like fools.
The Sigma Chi's .weren't much
4. Check out as many of the fraternities as you ·
can in the first couple nights of rush. Then pick
better.
two or three and spend the rest of your time with
The IFC attacked a tradition
them. Becoming an associate member is a big step
that was older than they were, the
and not something that should be done without
Sigma Chi annual alumni
adequate research.
barbecue. While the alumni ate
5. Finally, pick the group that you get along with
food and had a good time, which it
best. In simplest terms, the Greek system
has done for over 25 years now,
represents friendship. It is not a fancy newsletter
the IFC was doing their best
or plush house but rather a chance to build lasting
James Bond/Sherlock Holmes
friendships and do some good for the community
imitation, sending two of its
and the campus.
"buddies" to the party to verify
I can almost guarantee you that you'll hear bad
the fact that freshman were really
things about this column during rush. If someone
tells you that I'm "full of crap" for writing this,
pr~sent.
well, then I guess it's up to you to decide who's giving you the straight talk.
The best thing to do now is go out and talk to the
people. The salesmen are usually fairly obvious,
but keep an eye out for them.
Find the group of guys that are right for you and
• From the President
make your move. You won't regret it.
Editor:
I would like to address this
letter to all UCF students.
Have you ever wondered what
Student Government does for you
at UCF& I certainly hope so! As a
PO Box 25000. Orlando. Fl 32816 (305)275-2601 01 275-2865
student at UCF, you have every
right to think selfishly about the
services
that
Student
Editor in Chief
Donald B. Wittekind
Government
should
provide
for
Managing Editor
Chris Richcreek
we
are
not
waiting
you.
This
year
Photo Editor
Donna Calloway
for you to come to Student
Art Director
Theresa Altomgre
Government to ask for services.
Systems Manager
Jim Moore
We are proposing a new and
daring idea. This year, Student
Government will be reaching out
to the students. Our first step
Advertising Manager
Janet Lowery
was to install the Student
Government Hotline. The phone
Ad Production Manager
Jim Donato
number in 281-5300. If you have
Classified Ad Manager Mike Mccollister
any comments or questions about
an •thing that affects your life as
a student at UCF, please call and
let me kno . I will use my
column, which will debut next
Thursda · and will run on a
weekly basis to respond to the
most pressing issues. If you need

Greeks lose in current IFC war

Well, one minor scuffle later,
the IFC had their answer and it
was off to the gallows to execute
the bad boys of Sigma Chi.
Do you think that Mike
McFadden, the president of IFC,
had only the best interests of the
Greek system at heart when he
went to persecute Sigma Chi? Do
you think that, being a member of
Pi Kappa Alpha, the same Pi
Kappa Alpha that had a minor
scuffle with Sigma Chi last spring
after losing a hotly contested
floor hockey game, was not
influential in his decision?
Yea, right!
Anyway, the trial rivaled the
USFL-NFL antitrust trial for its
moments of humor. Picture this
scene: Older, distinguished mPn

of the community, who just
h'appened to also be alumni of
Sigma Chi, being brought before
a board that was predominantly
younger then they were.
People being judged by their
peers?
John Gill, who was called a very
nasty name during the infamous
Sigma Chi/Pi Kappa Alpha bout, •
Part I, gained retribution through
the trial, turning in a sterling
performance arguing in defense of
the illegal advertising charge, 0
which was subsequently defeated.
Gill, in case you didn't know, was
the student body president last "
year.
So what's left?
Well, the IFC is now bordering
on the edge of infamous, and they u
probably don't appreciate that
one bit. Sigma Chi, which
practically had the appeal written .,
before the board made its original
decision, are prepared to fight
until one side finally wins.
And no one will win the war.

Letters

'*fhe Central Florida Future

assistance in any way, just leave
your name and phone number and
we wll get back to you.
The most exciting ·news so far
in the semester is the Beach Boys
Homecoming Concert. Head
Coach and Athletic Director Gene
McDowell has expressed his
desire to give the students
something back in return for their
support of the athletic program.
Because of this, all students will
be admitted to the Beach Boys
Concert at-no charge.
All you have to do is pick up
your FREE season tickets before
Oct. 18 at the Student
Government Kiosk in the center
of campus, and be present at the
homecoming game.
I wish everybody luck in the
coming semester, and I hope that
you make the effort to help us do
a better job by letting us know
how to serve you best.
Ira D. Smith
Student Body President

•No Style
Editor~

Just a note to let you know how
much I enjoy the sparkling prose
of that ingeneous Ben
Brotemarkle. His snappy lines
and incisive commentary on
today's popular music are often
cause for squeals of delight:
"Singer Max Bacon is a
talented vocalist and makes a
major contribution to the
album.''-My heart leapt.
''True Blue is a good •
album." --My palms got sweaty!
''This record is very well
produced. " -My vision blurred!
''This record is designed to be ..
very popular.'' --Throes of
ecstasy.
I realize that these comments
are taken out of context, and that
this is newspaper writing
(however poor it may be). I also
know that trite comments such as
the e always invite the massive
SEE LEnER , PAGE 11

by Michael Fry

The Puzzle

~

oSODY KNOW$
~

~~1ROUBte

t seeN.

by Michael Fry

©

COLLEGE PR£SS SERVICE

ACROSS
1 Knock
4 Malice
9 Bone of body
12 Anger
13 Certain prisoner
14 Rubber tree
15 Clergyman
17 Take small bites
19 Bury
21 Cry
22 Century plant
24 Seed
26 Strip of leather
29 Pattern
31 Gratuity
33 Fish eggs
34 Guido's low
note
35 Free of
37 Ship channel
39 Hebrew letter
40 Petition
42 Fruit seed
44 Doctrine
46 Discover
48. Wooden pin
50 Pulverize

"

198-4 United Feature Syndicate

51 Above: poetic
53 Burst forth
55 Geometric
figure
58All
61 Hard-wood tree
62 Was Ill
64 Away from
65 Possessive
pronoun
66 Slogan
67 Born

DOWN
1 Tear
2 Macaw
3 Punctuation
mark
4 Narrow opening
5 Evergreen trees
6 Supposing that
7 Playing card
8 Goddess of
discord
9 Eraser, for
example
10 Sick
11 Insect
16 Scoff

18
20
22
23

Cut short
Decay
Entertain
Tree of forgetfulness
25 Peruke
27 Runs easily
28 Molars
30 Brim
32 Stroke
36 Plunge
38 Lure
41 Periods of time
43 Golf mound
45 Multitude
47 Still
49 Welcome
52 Wander
54 Unravel
55 Capuchin
monkay
56 Superlative
ending
57 Spanish for
"river"
59 Regret
60 French summer
63 Army officer:
abbr.

by Michael Fry

'\

Solution for Tuesday's puzzle on page 11 .
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CLUB DAY
Student Government is sponsoring a Club
Day in September for all campus organizations
to show students what each club has to offer
and to aid in the recruitment, of new members
and the exchange of information.

Has your organization
reserved its place???
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If not, come by and see Ross
Brown in SC 149 or call 275-2191 for
more information.
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'Ch lk' another one up to

tudent Government!

•
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
The Slg-Ep Brothers welcome all Sig Ep
Sweethearts, Fel,ow Greelcs, and returning
students bock lo school. Also, a special
welcome to all new students to UCF Study
hard II
Delta Qamma
Della Gamma would like to wish good luuck
to all fraternities and sorortles during rushl
Being Greek Is grealt Remember that "It's
Delta Gamma time!''

Female only-executive Winter Pk. home fur.
nished Prlvate beclloom, Laundry, kltchen
lacllbes 5230.00 mth. 678-7313.
ROOMMATE WANTED to shore big house on
spring fed lake Great sunsets! Fireplace.
Laundry. Off John Young Pkwy: near 1-4, E-W
Exwy, & Lee Rd . Non smoker
please.
299-1299
University Ave couple will share 2 bdrm 2
balh luxury apt Jacuzzi racquet boll
Avolla JI · ~ ·, "~O mo 679-2668

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Deliquenl lox property. Repossessions. Call
1-805-687-6000 Ext. H-4628 for currenl
repotisl.

Lake AM Estates lovely 4 bdrm home convenient lo UCF and Mortin lake access
large lot Inc privare tennis court pool &. spa
5199.900 coll 628.3199 Coldwell Banker
Real Estate

College Democrat•
Get Involved Join College Democrats also
we need workers for Gov. Bob Graham's
campaign for U.S. Senate All pollllcat affiliations welcome contact Cart Neldhart ext.
3913.

Quest Apt-2bedrm 2 bath central a/c,
dishwasher disposal, curtolns/mlnlbllnds, &
monthly bug spraying 6 month lease or
more S400 per month &. sec. washer/dryer
option. First week free before Aug. 15th coll
Joson at 281-4712

Scuba Club
Anyone Interested In scuba diving should
attend. Meetings are on the first Tuesday
and lhrlrd Wednesday of every month In
HFA 126 at 5:00 pm. Everyone Is Invited.

New 2BR/l bath villa In Tuscowll.a
washer/dryer, celling fans, storage aiea
475/mo plus 475 security call 422-8772
evenings

UCF Moo Duk Kwan
UCF MOO DUK KWAN/KARATE CLUB Is now
forming FREE COED beginner's classes.
Classes ore being held Mon and Wed from
8:30- 10:30pm In the Multi-purpose room In
the Educ/Gym Complex. For more Info coll
Louis at 331-7415 or Kevin at 281-8492

Attention all campus organizations:
The foll classified special for campus
organizations Is now being offered. Look In
your mailbox for a letter on the subject. If
you don't have a mailbox or did not get a
letter, then stop by The Central Florida
Future business office and pick one up. The
sooner the better.

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT: 2 Bdr-. ll-S bolh
across from UCF, washer/dryer, plus all appliances, prlvole, available lmmedlotelyl
5395 plus security. Cott 295-5199 or
422-2454 Ask Rona.

2bedroom2both. skylights. cathedral ceiling, screened porch appliances, big
backyard, and ready to move In. call
275-9257 and leave a message.

2 bdrm 2 both duplex 5 miles from UCF. lncludes washer/dryer, drapes. Kids OK.
S430/mo. 876-4695.

Catering

Movie buffs- need a JOb? the Video Slop IS
looking for outgomg part me sates help In
the video rental biz. Ca Roger al 898-3829.

RESUMES AND COVER LETT£RS
Designed re ed typed - 657-0079

Student assistant needed to program Ap.
pie llC for animated graphics lnstructlonol
game at Naval Training system center; 20
hr k at $6.50. If lnlerested call David Abbol1 275-2547, PH 321 . Need resume and
transcrip•s (unotflclal accepted).

FAST TYPING SERCICE
Quick Professlonol Services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness. We use IBM e<:iu p.
ment letter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revtslons. Some day,
weekend and overnight seM<:9 ovaltoble
Over 8,000 satisfied students. Coll
671-3007.

Typing/Word processing reports, lheses,
manuscripts, term papers ond reports.
Reasonolbe rotes. Immediate service. Coll
767-0589.

Make hunderds weekly malling <:lrculorsl
No quotosl Llmltsl Rush self address
stamped lnvetope: AM-MAR: 256 Robertson,
Depl. BF Beverly Hills, CA 90211

Home stereo for sale Akal Tape deck,
Technlcs Reclver 80w and turn table. and
ultra occoustlc speokers three ways will
sacr. $450 275-6414
Here's your chance lo live right 2 bdrm 2 bth
house Y. mite form UCF wsh/dry, dshwsh celling fans call Tom at 657-9437 or
660-8400-Wk

,JI

3000 Government Jobs list Sl6,040
$59 ,230/yr.
Now
Hiring .
Call
l-800-687-6000 Ext. R-4628

For sale Botovus 10 speed bike white 21
Inch frame S75 call 282-4864

SWAT (Student.Wellness Advocate Team) ls
looking ror enthusiastic people. Pick up your
oppllcotlon at the Wellness Center. Come
by and find out what SWAT ls All about.

TYPISTS

Typist flexible hours call 678-0003

Lost your bolls? UCF golf bolls now ovoilobte
at the bookstore.

Financial Aulstance Available If you ploy
violin, viola, or cello and have ochestra experience. Coll John Whitney at 2863 .

1985!-S Pontiac Trans Am, Black/Gold, fully
loaded-Incl. T-tops and eagle 50s, low m),
51000 and toke over loan, 1-383-021 0

After-school childcare. Monday Thru Frttlay,
2:30 'Ill 5-5:30 In my home tor 3 children.
Must have own car. Catt Barbara at
644-7786.

Typlng/edlllng/Word processing. low ratesclose by. Cal. Dennis. 365-7235

Typing. Fas!, Accurare, Reasonable. Close
to Campus. Coll Berny 282-4168

For sale Peugeol 10 speed bike yellow 21
Inch frame Excellent condlllon S95 col,
282-4864
Would you believe that there hove to be
freshmen at this university?

Bike for sale. Jomls Boss Explorer 5 speed.
Like new Call 275-8194
MOdels, any height, start your portfolio ot
very reasonolbe rates, for appointment call
Mike at 275-6365.

Hazeltine 2000 terminal for sole. With this
terminal and a mOdem. one con call !he
MAIN FRAME and hack a bit. Coll David at
281-7414.

Looking for work? Norrell Is looking !or youl
Norrell services has many positions short
and long term. Never a contract or feet We
can work with your schedule. Coll Winter
Pork 644-3934 or Orlando 857-9110.

GXL Series (200 watts) auto speakers, 3 •
way tri-Turbo. Brand new, never been used.
Retail $119.95--wlll sell for $65. Call
671-7293, Alon.

FAT BOY'S BAR-B-Q
10222 E. Colonial Drlie

Unton Park, Florlda
(!OS) 282-7118 Ot 7117

Trudy's In the bathroom
She's tryln' lo clean up her act.
And Donald's gone to Moss,
Yes we are lhankful for that
It's 8 In the morning and still you
can't get no sleep.
On account ot "Perfect Doy" and all
!his "White Light, White Heat."
Isn't that sweet?
- Uoyd ''I'm getting really tired
or Andy's Babies" Cole

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnformollon, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening, low cost. confidential services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Health Organlzolion

QT & T Home Phone Center. Brand
new/includes: 10 memory dialing slots.
inlercom-phone, auto • redial, &. more.
Retail $75. Will sell for $35. Coll 671-7293,
Alon.

Banquet Room

Martha M.
The Ouy Monster Is reminiscent and mindful.
He's oozed his crystal a night or two-caught
a hazy glimpse of you. He'd love to visit Is
just for a few; He's got your bearings but Its
oil up to you.
Martha Please don't fade.

a

Hire harpist-odd class to your wedding &
receptions cot, 876-2737

•

Sunday Night
All-You-Can-Eat
B-B-Q
$4.49
Mon. & Wed. Nights
Chicken & Ribs
$4.99
Tuesday Night
All-You-Can-Eat
B·B-Q Ribs
$6.99

OPEN 7 a.m.·
Serving Breakfast
Daily
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAKI
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
I
Where The Sun Always Shines!

ING
Distributors of Wolff Sun System
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SUMMER
SPECIAL
10 Visits
for $39.95
Expires Dec. 15, 1986

~-----------------~f

FH E I·

TOWER PLACE

1st Visit

10376 E. Colonial, Sw e 113

FREE

East of E.

. Expy. &

. of Alafaya

282-6042
MO "'.- FRI.: 9A. .-9P.
AT.:"9
.-5P.

VISA

•

Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup

ew customers only
Expires Dec. 15, 1986
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Keg Party Every Tuesday Night
•

LETIERS
FROM PAGE 8
use of red ink on the part of
any composition teacher on
campus .
I don't necessarily disagree
with what Mr. Brotemarkle
say. Although the terms
'comfortable pop-rock" and
"best" (as used in the last
sentence of the stunning
Journey review) are mutually
exclusive, I did agree with his
verdict on the message con-

At

94rn AERO
SQUADRON
®

tained in ·Papa Don 't
Preach. ' Still, have you no
writers that can say things
with flair?
Lest I forget, I should mention the utter CHAOS of
'Rabblin" Scott Broden. Do
you have trouble finding and
keeping literate, interesting
(though I will admit that I
found Mr. Braden's chaotic
piece most interesting)
writers?
Paula Petrucci
Nursing

A RESTAURANT

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 16

PARTY

ON

THE PATIO! $5.00Admission

FREE BEER
,

from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.

• Music outside and in
• - Large screen videos
• Dance Floors and more
don't forget ...

,.

Wednesday Is

COLLEGE NIGHT
WEDNESDAY 9 PM - 2 AM
16 ounce Draft Beer - $1.00
Strawberry Daquiris - 75¢
Margaritas 75¢
Bottled Beer $1.50
All Mixed Drinks 2 For 1

94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803
(305) 898-4251

record. Coach Anson Dorrance has a 125-44-19 record
in nine years at the helm.
Among the returning players
for Dorrance is goalkeeper
Darren Royer, who had five
shutouts and a 1.36 goalsagainst-average in 1985.
The Knights will be led this
weekend by goalkeeper Dan
Cordia. Last season, he allowed just 13 goals in more than
15 matches. Cordia ranks as

the Knights top all-time
goalkeeper.
Scoring leaders Mark Lamb
and Shawn Sprung, who each
had five goals and .four assists
in 1985, are also back this
year.
Newcomers expected to
make an immediate impact
are defender Rick Andrew,
d~fender Chris King and
defender Mike Akers, brother
of women's soccer player
Michelle Akers.
Following this weekend's
matches, on September 9, the
men's team will host Tampa
at 7 p.m.

The
Puzzle

Come and experience the woodsy

charm~

Prices include these features:
•
•
•
•

Full-Size Washer & Dryer
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Range

• Paddle Fan
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Builder will pay for title
insurance

Within walking distance from UCF

• Builder will pay four points for the
mortgage amount towards closing costs
• Builder will provide a l 0-year
"Home Buyers Warranty"

<

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

..----------~~~~~~

SHERWOOD

Affordable prices start in the low 50's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100
... ., . ........ .... ..... , ... .
,

U.C.F.

u.. ~-__,

~

FOREST
LOKANOTSA TR.
HWY50

I
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COLOR & STYLE WORKSHOP

Wednesday

5:00&00p.m.
Sept.3-10
SCRm214

Wednesday
5ffi8.00p.m.
Octl8
SCRm214

Two three hwr sessions will cover personal
cola analysis, makaip selection and application
tochniques. Class enrollrn;mt is limitOO. to six fur
pE!'SOilal. attention The oo.irse will be offerOO twice
this serrest.er in two week sessions.

WARDROBE
IMAGE
IMPACT

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sept.17-24

1986

Wednesday
5:00&00p.m.

.

FALL
LEISURE
CLASSES

SCRm214
Two three hour classes will t.each you to
assemble a balanced wardrobe to match your individual lifestyle, plus the importance of accessories
and how to shop and dress correctly. Class
enrollment is limited to six for personal attentiort

.

•
.

Sept. 4-0ct. 9
Thursday
5ffi8.~.m.

PRRm

This crurse will teach the student aboot

rameras, lenses and other accessaies. The

student will also learn aboot picb.lre taking and
proce3Sing and printing. Students must supply
the film, printing supplies, and a 35rrun camera.

Sign up at Student C.enter Main Desk.
Registration fee is requested at time of
enrolhnent.
All C1asses: $l5 f<r students
$:ll fer non students
~
(except Scuba: $00)
I '"""-"

SELF DEFENSE
Sept. 4<>ct. 9
Thursday

AEROBI~

This coorse consists of clas&oom and pool
sessions, and open wat.er dives. <Aurse fee
provides tank with pack, regu]ator with pressure
gauge, bouyancy compensator, and wetsuit.
Student must provide mask, fins, snorkel, weight
belt, gloves, and t.ex:t. Students must also provide
tnmspcrtation and boat fees for the open wat.er
dives. CompJet.e Open Wat.er Certification

6:00-7~.m.

.

A physical fitness program that offers complete and effoctive conditioning. The class will
include a wann up, aerobics and body assaults,
and a cool down.

Sept. l-Oct.10

~ts.

SCA

No Experienre Neressary! Learn to defend
yourself against armed or unarmed attacker. The
coorse consists of practical, efficient maneuvers
which wcrk in real life situations. Especially gocxi
for women. Loose fitting clothes are raiuiroo
for this course.

Monday/Friday

6:00-7~.m. SCA

'

On sale now at the Kiosk
a nd the cafeteria.
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Get yours now for a
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mere $4.00 at the Kiosk
and Student Center.
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MOVE I BY SEP • 14 AND
SAVE UP TO $450

I
I

(on a 7 month lease)

State OKs funds for new track facility

I

CE

I

ONLY 549 Deposit
•
•
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ALL ADULT Community • 3 Swimming Poolsl
2 Lighted Tennis Courts • FREE Golf
I

by Scott Broden
RAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF is now in the pl~g stages for a
new track facility to be built on campus.
1
551 E. Semoran Blvd.
1 Through the appropriations committee,
Senator George Stuart introduced in831-3711
I Florida
to the state legislature a bill that would provide S6.4 million for the arena. Stuart also introduced legislature that would provide $2.3
million for the construction of a student
union on campus. Both bills passed.
Stuart said: "There's a lot of advantages to
this new track facility. Track is a sport that
UCF could potentially be competitive in
within the next couple of years. There's a lot
of local track athletes who want some central
location to compete at and there are a lot of
out of state athletes that would be drawn to
coming to compete at UCF.
Getting Ready for the CLAST
"Track is a good sport, it's a low cost sport,
Reading, Writing, Mathematics
It can draw big teams to compete, and it's a
sport that UCF can be proficient in, in both
This book includes instruction and sample questions
created using the state CLAST specifications.
men's and women's athletics."
It's only SB.95, ask for it at your bookstore.
Dr. Dan Holsenbeck of university relations
has been appointed to spearhead a budget
_Publishing j 2165 Sunnydale Blvd, Suite N
committee for the planned track facility .
Company Clearwater, FL 33575
Stuart said: "The budget committee will
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 draw out plans for the kind of- spending.
They'll examine construction plans for the
track, choose a contractor and examine all
MICKEY & ANNA'S BEAUTY SALON
the possible angles of constructing the track
A Full Service Salon
facility and maintaining it."
UCF athletic director, Gene McDowell,
said: ''We're in the embryo stage in planning
right at the moment. There's a long way to go
Curls· $45
hpfm·" irnvt.hing will hP ~i:>fin;t':' ~r!th the
Perms· $25
Relaxer /Touch-Up • $25
You don't even have to ask
Cut 8t Blow-Dry • $12
Editor Don Wittekind who he
TIME OUT
wants. He sleeps in his
FROM PAGE 16
Dolphins hat.
Pesonally, I like the
1725 W. HWY. 426 in Oviedo
Managing Editor Richcreek Redskins and the 49ers. With
(next to Barnett Bank) 365·7114
likes the Dolphins and the the addition of Doug
Broncos. Oh, I forgot Williams and Kelvin Bryant,
Call for Appointment • Student/Faculty/Staff Discount
Cleveland. Chris is a die-hard plus the ever-huge hogs, who
Cleveland fan

I

REGE CY· GRANADA Apartments

I

~~------------------------....1

The -CLAST... ·
will you pass?

Get help with

H
.H

..

athletic department.
·Tm not reall' excited about it et. Thi
( rack facilit) is in the project stage and a
oon as the budget committee make their
recommendations, we'll get behind it."
\ 'hen asked if this new track facili y would
help with football recruiting, McDowell said,
''I'm not behind this because I think it will
help football. I don't think that an athlete
working at two sports and at school which
minimizes his social life is advisable; it's extremely rare.'·
When asked about the possibility of having
a stadium with a track and a football field,
Senator Stuart said: "There won't be any
football stadium built with the track. It's impossible to combine an Olympic size track
with a football field. Soccer teams will
possibly be able to use the field.
''There are no funds as Qf yet for any
stadium. Bleachers should be put up for the
track events and, as the need for having a
stadium arises than funding can be looked into for building a it."
'
Stuart's aid, Fred Kittinger who graduated
from UCF in 1980, said: "He (Stuart) pushed
for both of those bills (for a track facility and
the student union) to help out his local
district and bring some money UCF's way.
"They needed both a track and a student
union badly. He took on the other legislators
one on one to get the funds for UCF. He went
to bat for UCF."
McDowell added: ''A lot of people are getting excited about building a track on campus. I personally think that it can bring a lot
of attention to the athletic program here.'·'
Scientific Methods
I had a girlfriend a couple of
years back who had a little
brother named Mo. Mo picked
which pro football teams
wouuld win each week by
their helmets. He went with
the design he liked best. I
wonder if that's how Jimmythe Greek does it.

.

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

50 cent DRINKS
FRO.M 8 TO 10

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP·SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.

FRIDAY MIAMI
VICE PARTY
WATCH THE SHOW·ON
WIDE SCREEN T.VJ
CONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS

SATU RDA Y NIGHT
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blosso111 Tr., Orlando, FL 328019

I
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·Last year's sports: the good, the bad and the ugly
by Todd Lutz
SPORTS EDITOR

While you attend the many
sporting events offered at
UCF, you may ask: "What
were some of the highlights
from last year?"
UCF offers 12 NCAA Division I athletic programs in addition to football, the only
Division I I sport at the
school. Four school records
and one state record were set
last year to highlight the
many fine performances. Here
are a few of the highs and
lows of the 1985-86 UCF
athletic season.
Football · ThP Kniphtc:

began the season with a
39-37, last-second win over
Bethune-Cookman College. A
UCF-record 55-yard field goal
by Eddie O'Brien gave UCF
its first win against BCC. The
sea on' s early good fortune
was not to last as UCF finished the season 4-7. Receiver
Teddy Wilson set a schoolrecord with 76 receptions on
the season.
Men's soccer - Under the
leadership o!" coach Jim Rudy,
men's soccer finished 10-2-3
but were not offered a bid for
tournament play. Defender
Robert Heileman was
selected to play for the West
in the Senior Bowl Soccer
Classic, held for the top

'

9l4's

STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
3951 Forsyth Rd. B-31
Winter Park, Florida

Ph. 305-657-1604

•Clutch
•Brakes
•Tune-up
•All Repairs

Honda,
Bugs, Vans,
Rabbit, Sirocco,
Diesels, Audi

,:,cwors in · the nation. Rudy
coached the West's.
Women s soccer · Rudy also
guided the Lady Knights to a
9-3-1 record and an expected
bid to the NCAA tournament.
However, the Lady Knights
were turned down for
postseason play.
Wrestling - Paul Neuner advanced to the NCAA finals at
Iowa State after winning the
190-lb. class in regional competition at Kutztown State in
Pennsylvania. The wrestling
program was eliminated due
to a lack of funds and Pat
Cucci was fired.
Men's and women's basket·
ball· Men 's basketball, under
new coach Phil Cart <'r. po~tecl

a 6-22 re ord. The women's
team, under firs -year c a h
ancy Little, finished the
year 13-15. Lady Knight Kristy Burns finished the ear
ranked fifth in the nation in
scoring and 18th in free throw
percentage. Teammate Julie
Cardinale ranked second in
the nation in assists.
Women's cross country The Lady Knights finished second at the New South
Women's Athletic Conference
meet. Gail Jones and Mary
Mamott won all-conference
honors at the m t . Gail
Jones set a school recorrl fr,,.
3.2 miles with a lime of 19:00.
Vollyball - Th
Lad
Knic!ht. finished 15-24 but
1

pla ed third t the
tournament. Robbin
and Candi
airn
elect d fir t-t m
conf ren e.
Women' golf - The Lad:
Knight fini h d eighth t the
tate h mpion hip . I\! ar.'
Ann McDevitt ti d for 13 h
individually.
Ba eball - Probably th
athletic highlight of the ntir
v ar. The baseball t am
finished the sea on 46-13.
However, the NCAA never offered the team a spot in th
NCAA tournament. The team
also recorded a s ·h l- and
state-record 28-gam winnin
streak. Scott McU ·· rrh and
wenL pro.
Tommy Novak

Owntbesk,:

To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something
else. They'll show you the meaning ofwings. From the wings of
the F-18 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
this is flying at its best. And your ticket to fly is ~
your college diploma. If you'd like to be up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selection Officer.1-800-423-2600.

I"

. SAVERS
DRUG MART
LOW,LOW
PRICES
---DISCOUNT---SCHOOL

•

SUPPLIES

COSMETICS
PRESCRIPTIONS
HEALTH AND
BEAUTY AIDS

275-1556
located next to the Piggly Wiggly

Marines'
utan
lookingJOra few good men.

See Capt. Wilson and MGySgt. Slocumb Sept. 2 and 4 at
the Bookstore or call 1-800-432-2061.

PUT OUT 10~ LESS
FOR SOME OF
YOUR FAVORITE COURSES
Welcome back to UCF.
And to that special chemistry of Wendy's fast, fresh
hamburgers, grade A fries, chicken nuggets, and those
unforgettable Frosties. Now when you come in to get
reacquainted, you'll save 10% just by showing us your
UCF ID card.
Drop by soon. We're offering courses you don't
want to miss!
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UCF WATERSKI CLUB
Meets every Wednesday
starting September 3rd at
8:00 pm In the Student
Orga".'lzatlonal Lobby
skiers of all levels welcome

COMPLETELY FURNISH A
ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR

$n500
If

PER MON1tl
BASE RENT

We now have selected styles of furniture that
will completely furnish a one·bedf0001 apt. b

Volleyball program has high hopes
by Chad Salinas
CENTRAL R.ORIDA FUTURE

Despite losing their two top
players, the Lady Knights
volleyball team should improve on last year's third
place finish in the New South
Women's Athletic Conference.
First-team All-Conference
members Robbin Nelson and
Candi Cairns graduated from
UCF. Other school's firstteam members, such as Stetson University's Peggy
Machamer and Katy Barbour
and Florida A&M'S Carolyn
Dickey also graduated.
Lady Knights coach Lyn
King is looking forward to the
upcoming season.
"We shonlrl win the con-

ference easily," she aid.
''FA IU has a new oach and
so does Stetson. I don't think
they had much time o recruit
as well as we did. The main
reason e should win conference, however, is because
of our experience.

honorable-mention squad.
The Lad · Knights finished
with a -3 record in S\I C
play. Stetson, which pla ed
first in conference beat UCF
in both outings last rear.
F AMU finished second
followed by UCF, which had a
3-1 record against the Lad
Rattlers.

"Last year, we had all the
younger players and everyone
The Lady Knights were 2-0
else had the experience. This
year, that is reversed. \Ve against fourth place Georgia
have most of our players State, 1-0 against Georgia
returning, while the other Southern and 2-0 against last
schools will be trying to place Mercer.
This season, King's squad
rebuild."
Among the returning will play six regular season
players for the Lady Knights conference games, including
are Tracy Hart and Jill up to four against Stetson.
These games wil1 be followSavage, both All-Conference
second team members. Also ed by the NSW AC Tournacoming back is Sonya ment on Nov. 14 in Atlanta at
Leszczynski who was on the Georgia State University.

$45.00 a month.
Included In the seJectton are the pieces listed below!
lJvlng Room:

One Sofa
One Otalr
One E.nd Table
One I.amp

Dining Room:
One Dinette Tlllile

Two Ota1n

Bedroom:
One Night Stand
One Double Beel
One lamp

--01----

Personally choose lndMdual pieces
and receive a 10% discount off
each month's rent.•
General Furniture Leasing tui1 furniture 1tyll!I which compliment
a 1tudent'1 lifestyle. We also offer a short tenn lease, prompt
delivery and purchase/option plan.

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT
ON ANY LEASE
• 10~ discount does not apply to already discounted
grouping. This offer cannot be combined with any other.
dlscount1. (Please bftng In I/OU< student 1.0.)
FOR THAT PERSONALTOUCH, "COME HOME TO us~e

GENERAL FURNITURE LEAJING

Are you denying

UNION

yourself a better shot
at grad school?

ELECTIONS

You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT. GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
~

BLACK

STUDENT

KAPLAN
Prospetive candidates can pick
up an election packet from the
Office -Of MinOrity Student Services (ADM 225).
Tues. Sept. 2:

Declaration of
Candidacy begins

Tues. Sept. 9:

Declaration of
Candidacy ends

Wed. Sept. 10: Campaigning
begins
Tues. & Wed.
Sept. 16 & 17: ELECTIONS

f

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

Class starting

LSAT Septr 2
GMAT Sept. 3
GRE Sept. 9

678-8400
2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

at the Dance Center
The Aerobics Studio, Inc. at the Dance Center
in the Willa Springs Village specializes only In
aerobic exercise - no fancy machinery, no fancy talk - just personal attention to your needs
by highly motivated, certified Instructors.
Register now from 9 am - 11 am, Monday
through Friday at the Dance Center for morning co...ed classes for beginners, Intermediate
to adVanced and heovyhanders. Childcare Is
available. For more information, call:

695·7072
Willa Springs Village, Tuscawilla Rd. Br Red Bud d.

by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF's women's soccer team
will begin their season this weekend
against the two top-rated NCAA
women's soccer teams of last year,
No. 1-ranked University of North
Carolina and No. 2-ranked George
Mason.
The Lady Knights lost to UNC in
the early part of last year 2-0. A victory a year ago would probably have
been enough to qualify the Lady
Knights, 9-3-1, for the NCAA Touma·
ment. However, numerous injuries to
the players, including All-American
Michelle Akers, made upsetting UNC
difficult.
Akers and most of her injured
teammates are back. Akers said: "I
think we're a lot different a team than
we were last year. We're stronger,
more competitive, better players.
We· 11 do fine."
Last year, UNC had five players
named to the All-South and Mideast
team while four George Mason
players were named to the team. Two
UCF players, goalkeeper Kim Wyant
and returning forward Jean Varas,
were also named to the team. The
Lady Knights also placed three
players on the honorable mention list:
forward Laura Dryden, midfielder
Sue Mortberg and returning defender
Lisa Gozley.
UCF soccer coach Jim Rudy said:
"North Carolina is deep through 14

......
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Donna Calloway/Central Florida Future

The women's soccer team looks tor a strong season now that last year's
injured players have recovered.
players, and all 14 are national level
players. We have about five players
at that level, but we've still got a
solid group of 16 to 17 players.
"We don't have the scholarships
that North Carolina has. They have
11 full rides (scholarships) spread
over their roster while we're up to 2.5
scholarships ... spread over our roster.
We make up a third of our own

Welcome to the new sports column "Time Out" . .
Former Sports Editor Chris Richcreek is a hard act
to follow so I won't even try. The topics in this column will try to keep up with the athletic season at
hand.
Right now, the game is football.
New Rules
The NCAA Football Rules Committee, in their
neverending quest to make the game harder, have
changed a few things for 1986:
• '·Kickoffs will be made from the 35-yard line instead of the 40." Supposedly college kickers can't
put it in the endzone from the 35 making for an exciting kick return. How 'bout it Eddie
•With safety in mind, "only the kicker can line up
more than 10 yards behind the 35-yard line, thus
reducing the possibility of high-speed collisions."
Cuts down on speeding tickets too I guess.
• ''It is illegal for a defensive player to throw the

budget.''
Rudy also said that UCF should not
be ranked in the top five like its
weekend opponents.
"We're coming in as the
underdog," he said. "We were the
nobody last year. On a given day, we
can beat them."
Senior defender Lisa Gozley said:
"North Carolina was excellent

passer to the ground after the ball has been released.'' We should see alot of quick passes this season.
• ''If a question of roughing the passer arises, officials are to issue a warning." I trunk they should
also give the player in question a really mean
spanking, too. It will do about as much good.
• "On a pass reception, interception or fumble, if a
player loses the ball while simultaneously landing
on the ground, the play is nulified." It's about time.
The pros have been doing this one for a while.
• "Loss of down will be added to the penalty for illegally batting a loose ball forward (toward the end

zone) in the field of play, or in any direction if the
batting occurs in the end zone."
• ''Loss of down is deleted on a penalty for having
an ineligible receiver downfield.''
• "A penalty for clipping behind the neutral zone
will be enforced from the previous spot of the ball,
rather than the spot of the foul." This one's kinda
hard to picture in your mind. I'll have to wait and
see it live.
Pro Football
Everybody in the media really hypes it up during
football preseason. Predictions, rankings and
speculation all fall by the wayside somewhere
around midseason. So, since it's still preseason,
we're allowed to pick our favorite teams before it's
too late.

.$EE TIME OUT, PAGE 13

Men's· soccer team out to prove NCAA wrong
by Chad Salinas
CENTRAL R.ORIDA FUTURE

After posting an impressive
record of 10·2-3 last season,
the UCF men's soccer team
was overlooked by the NCAA
Tournament Committee for
postseason play.
Now the men are ready for
the 1986 season, determined
to pro e to the Committee
that they should not have
been passed over.
The team will start off its
19 6 campaign by traveling
to Chapel Hill, :\.C. this
weekend. The Knights will
play George L lason and the
Unh·er itY of. ·orth Carolina
immediately following the
women· s game .
occer Coach Jim Rud·. in
a es ing the team· cha~ces,
aid: 'The men are pla_ ·ing
t '"''O \ ery ough teams. '' e
(men and ·omen) are in a
good a
hape
could be

a

and except for a few minor injuries, we will be ready. We
are the underdogs in both
games, but I think we will
pull two upsets."
George Mason finished last
season ranked number fifteen.
Their 18-4 record included a
3-1 loss to number-five ranked
American University in the
second round of the NCAA
Division I Tournament.
Returning for Coach Gordon
Bradley's Patriots are two
superb players in Mike
Benitez and Sam Sumo.
Benitez. a senior goalkeeper,
had a 0.96 goals-againstaverage and 10 shutouts in
' 6.
umo. a sophomore, finished the · 5 campaign with 24
goal and three assists.
. -orth Carolina will prove to
be a tough test for the
Knights. Last year, the Tar
Heel fini hed with a 12-7-1

SEE SOCCER, PAGE 11
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The men's soccer team takes its show on the road this weekend when they play the
University of orth Carolina Tar Heels and George Mason's Patriots.

